An elevator is a type of vertical transportation that moves people or goods between floors (levels, decks) of a building, vessel, or other structure.

Elevator

An elevator is a type of vertical transportation that moves people or goods between floors (levels, decks) of a building, vessel, or other structure.

Lift

A lift is a type of vertical transportation that moves people or goods between floors (levels, decks) of a building, vessel, or other structure.

Translation Suggestion Tool

A translation suggestion tool suggests an edit in one language whenever an edit is made to a parallel text in another language. Correspondences are manually created via the Content Translation tool or "basid learning," and machine translation is used to automatically create new (or prune old) correspondences.

Related work: https://research.wikimedia.org/knowledge-gaps.html

Zero-Shot Translation

"Zero-shot translation" machine translation models allow training data from "big" wikis to improve the translation of "small" wikis. Every contributed correspondence or translation further improves the ability of our tools to make additional correspondences available.